Abstract-Small size and low weight are critical requirements for wearable and portable haptic interfaces, making it essential to work toward the optimization of their sensing and actuation systems. This letter presents a new approach for task-driven design optimization of fingertip cutaneous haptic devices. Given one (or more) target tactile interactions to render and a cutaneous device to optimize, we evaluate the minimum number and best configuration of the device's actuators to minimize the estimated haptic rendering error. First, we calculate the motion needed for the original cutaneous device to render the considered target interaction. Then, we run a principal component analysis to search for possible couplings between the original motor inputs, looking also for the best way to reconfigure them. If some couplings exist, we can redesign our cutaneous device with fewer motors, optimally configured to render the target tactile sensation. The proposed approach is quite general and can be applied to different tactile sensors and cutaneous devices. We validated it using a BioTac tactile sensor and custom platebased 3-DoF and 6-DoF fingertip cutaneous devices, considering six representative target tactile interactions. The algorithm was able to find couplings between each device's motor inputs, proving it to be a viable approach to optimize the design of wearable and portable cutaneous devices. Finally, we present two examples of optimized designs for our 3-DoF fingertip cutaneous device.
I. INTRODUCTION

C
UTANEOUS feedback is known to play a paramount role in enhancing the performance and effectiveness of teleoperated, virtual reality, and augmented reality immersive systems [1] , [2] . Moreover, providing cutaneous-only cues in bilateral teleoperation has been proven to convey rich information to the human operator while not affecting the stability and safety of the control loop [3] . Cutaneous feedback technologies have also attracted the interest of leading IT companies, mostly to provide effective ungrounded haptic feedback through wearable devices. For example, the Apple Watch includes a linear actuator for delivering realistic vibrations, and Microsoft has presented a set of mechanically actuated handheld controllers [4] .
Wearable haptic devices are often designed for the fingertip, since it is one of the most sensitive parts of the body and the one most often used for grasping, manipulation, and probing the environment. As reviewed in [5] , popular techniques to provide cutaneous feedback to the fingertips are shearing belts and tactors, pneumatic jets and balloons, pin arrays, vibrotactile motors, and moving platforms, which can orient and/or translate on the finger pulp. Since a top design requirement for wearable haptic devices is to minimize size and weight, it is essential to understand which types of haptic stimuli are salient for the target application and optimize the design of the wearable device accordingly (e.g., type of end effector, bandwidth, number and placement of the actuators).
This letter presents a novel task-driven algorithm for the design optimization of fingertip cutaneous haptic interfaces. Given one or more target tactile interactions to render and a cutaneous device to optimize, the algorithm computes the minimum subset and optimal configuration of the device's actuators to minimize the estimated haptic rendering error. First, the target tactile interaction is recorded by a biomimetic sensor. Then, the data-driven algorithm of [6] , [7] is used to calculate the motor commands that can render the considered target interaction over time at the operator's skin. Finally, principal component analysis (PCA) is used to look for possible couplings/synergies between the original motor inputs and indicate the best way to reconfigure the motors to minimize the estimated haptic rendering error. This general approach can be applied to different tactile sensors (used to register the target tactile sensation) and cutaneous devices. In this letter, we validate the algorithm using a BioTac tactile sensor and two custom platform-based fingertip cutaneous devices, shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively.
II. HAPTIC SENSING AND ACTUATION
The BioTac tactile sensor mimics the physical properties and sensory capabilities of the human fingertip [8] , [9] , by combining three complementary sensing systems: deformation, internal fluid pressure, and temperature. Contact interactions deform the elastic skin and displace the underlying conductive fluid, changing the impedances between ground and 19 electrodes distributed over the surface of the rigid core. The DC pressure of the conductive fluid is measured by a hydro-acoustic pressure sensor, which also detects the AC pressure changes caused by transient contacts and textures.
The first haptic device we considered is a 3-DoF fingertip cutaneous device, presented in [3] , [6] and shown in Fig. 1 . It Fig. 1 . The 3-DoF device is composed of a static platform that houses three servo motors and a mobile platform that applies tactile stimuli to the fingertip [3] , [6] . By controlling the lengths of the cables connecting the two platforms, the motors can orient and translate the platform in three-dimensional space. is composed of a static platform that houses three servo motors above the user's fingernail and a mobile platform that applies the requested stimuli to the fingertip. Three cables connect the two platforms, and springs around the cables keep the mobile platform in a reference configuration, away from the fingertip, when not actuated. By controlling the cable lengths, the motors can orient and translate the mobile platform in three-dimensional space. The second haptic device we considered is a 6-DoF fingertip cutaneous device, preliminarily presented in [10] and shown in Fig. 2 . It is a parallel continuum manipulator, consisting of six parallel, compliant legs that pass through a fixed base platform and attach to the distal platform. The end-effector's pose can be controlled by independently adjusting the six leg lengths (the wire between the two platforms) via six motors in the base platform, allowing the mobile portion of the robot to remain lightweight. A video showing the two devices is available as supplemental material.
Given the 19 electrode impedances distributed over the BioTac's surface and the DC pressure of the conductive fluid, it is not trivial to control the orientation and position of the mobile platforms to recreate the contact deformations applied to the sensor [6] , [7] , [11] . In this respect, Pacchierotti et al. [6] , [7] have recently presented a data-driven model-free approach to map contact deformations sensed by the BioTac to input commands for the cutaneous device's motors. We summarize this approach in the next section.
III. MAPPING SENSED DATA TO MOTOR COMMANDS
Our goal is to enable the user to perceive, through the fingertip cutaneous devices, the deformations experienced by the BioTac as it interacts with the remote environment. In other words, we aim to find a good many-to-few mapping between the rich sensory information measured by the BioTac and the limited actuation capabilities of each fingertip cutaneous device. This algorithm was presented and evaluated in [6] , [7] for the 3-DoF cutaneous device of Fig. 1 . This Section summarizes that approach and generalizes it for an N -DoF cutaneous device.
The BioTac registers the electrode data and DC pressure with a precision of 12 bits at 100 Hz. Let s(j) ∈ S = {(s 1 (j), . . . , s 20 (j)) ∈ Z 20 : 0 ≤ s i (j) ≤ 4095} be a vector containing the electrode and DC pressure values sensed at instant j. In contrast, our two cutaneous feedback devices use three and six motors. Let
N } be a vector containing the commanded inputs for the N motors of the considered cutaneous device at instant j. For example, our 3-DoF cutaneous device has N = 3 position-controlled servo motors, and therefore m(j) will contain the three commanded motor angles. On the other hand, our 6-DoF cutaneous device has N = 6 currentcontrolled DC motors, which regulate the length of six legs; in this case, m(j) will contain the six commanded leg lengths. To simplify the notation, the sampling time index j will be omitted from now on.
The objective of this algorithm is to map a given BioTac sensation, defined by s, to a congruent configuration of the mobile platform, defined by motor inputs m. To address this problem, we placed the BioTac inside the cutaneous device and tested how the motion of the mobile platform affects the fingertip deformation readings.
A. Data Collection
We ran one data collection per device. As shown in Figs. 1(b) and 2(b), the BioTac was placed inside each cutaneous device in the same way a human user would wear the devices (compare with Figs. 1(a) and 2(a)). We then moved the mobile platform to a wide range of configurations and recorded the effect of each of these configurations on the BioTac, saving both the commanded motor inputs m * (i.e., motor angles for the 3-DoF device and leg lengths for the 6-DoF device) and the resulting effect on the tactile sensor's electrodes and DC pressure s * [6] . Deciding how many and which platform configurations to test during data collection is an intriguing and challenging problem, which is, however, out of the scope of this letter; this important issue will be tackled in the future (see Section VI). In this work, we registered the effect on the BioTac of 166375 and 4033 platform configurations for the 3-DoF and 6-DoF devices, respectively. Data collection lasted approximately 47 hours for our 3-DoF device and approximately 1 hour for our 6-DoF device. Although here we considered motor angles and leg lengths as the motor inputs m * for the two devices, one could also use other descriptors of the end-effector's state, such as the platform position and/or orientation.
The collected data defines a look-up table of the fingertip deformations caused by motion of the mobile platform, and it enables us to evaluate the mapping function
which links the BioTac's electrode and DC pressure readings to the corresponding tested motor inputs. Each device has a different look-up table that depends on its kinematic structure and actuation capabilities. The proposed approach can be applied to any similar cutaneous device and tactile sensor.
B. From the BioTac to the Motors
After the data collection, we need a function able to map a generic sensed point s ∈ S to one in our mapping function's domain S * . We address this problem by looking for the n-points in our domain closest to the sensed one, thus defining
as the function that maps a generic point s ∈ S, sensed by the BioTac, to the n closest ones in S * . We use n = 8 because we previously found that retrieving the eight closest points provides a good trade-off between tactile output performance and computational load [6] , [7] . We can now map the n points retrieved by ν(·) to their corresponding motor input N -tuple from data collection,
Finally, we can average m * ∈ M n * to a single N -tuple for the motors as
considering a mean that weights motor N -tuples according to the inverse squared distance between the corresponding point in S * and the one sensed by the BioTac [6] . Vector m ∈ M is our final command for the device at this time step. This rendering approach has been already proven successful for the off-line rendering of pre-recorded tactile interactions [6] , the on-line rendering of tactile sensations recorded during robotassisted palpation with a da Vinci surgical robot [7] , and the comparison of fingertip cutaneous displays during pinching palpation with a da Vinci surgical robot [12] .
IV. DATA REDUCTION AND TASK DIMENSIONALITY
This letter presents a novel approach for the task-driven design of cutaneous haptic devices. It aims at finding the best number and configuration of motors a cutaneous device needs to effectively render one or more target tactile interactions. The proposed approach can be useful in the fields of wearable haptics, immersive reality, teleoperation, rehabilitation, and in all the related fields and applications where it is important to employ small and lightweight haptic devices. For example, referring to the classification of Exploratory Procedures (EPs) described by Lederman and Klatzky [13] , if our target tactile interaction includes solely the "pressure" EP, we may not need more than one degree of freedom to properly render the target interaction to the human operator. In this case, our cutaneous device may consist of only one motor, e.g., that moves a platform toward/away from the fingertip (such as in [14] ). Similarly, if our target tactile interaction is comprised of a combination of "pressure" and "lateral motion" EPs, we may not need more than three degrees of freedom to properly render the target interaction to the human operator. In this case, our cutaneous device may need only three motors, e.g., that move a platform toward/away from the fingertip as well as tangentially with respect to its volar surface (such as in [1] , [15] ). Our algorithm aims at automatically finding these pieces of information -number and configuration of motors needed -starting from a representative interaction between a tactile sensor and the remote environment. Our objective is therefore twofold: (i) minimizing the number of actuators, and, (ii) optimizing the configuration of the (remaining) actuators to minimize the haptic rendering error. The algorithm is detailed below and summarized in Fig. 3 .
A. Tactile Interaction and Data-Driven Algorithm
First, we record the target tactile interaction using the BioTac sensor. Let
T ∈ S q ∈ Z q ×20 be the series of tactile sensations the BioTac registers during our target interaction (e.g., for a one-minute-long tactile interaction recorded at 100 Hz, s a is a 6000 × 20 matrix). Then, we run the recorded tactile interaction s a through our data-driven algorithm described in Section III. The algorithm leads to a series of N -tuples for the cutaneous device, as indicated in (4) . Let
T ∈ M q ∈ R q ×N be the series of motor inputs computed by the algorithm for the target tactile interaction s a (e.g., for a one-minute-long tactile interaction recorded at 100 Hz and a 6-DoF cutaneous device, m a, 6 is a 6000 × 6 matrix). m a,N represents the series of motor inputs that we would actuate on our original, non-optimized N -DoF cutaneous device to render the recorded BioTac sensations s a on the operator's fingertip, as done in [6] , [7] .
B. Principal Component Analysis
Given the tactile interaction s a and the motor inputs m a,N , we want to understand (i) if we can couple the behavior of some of the motors, and, if we can, (ii) how we can optimally couple them to minimize the haptic rendering error. Toward this objective, we run PCA on m a,N . PCA is used to emphasize variation and highlight strong patterns in a given dataset; it uses an orthogonal basis to transform a set of observations of (possibly correlated) variables into a set of values of linearly uncorrelated variables [16] , [17] . The latter set of variables are called "principal components," and they are combinations of the original variables after a linear transformation. This transformation is such that the first principal component has the largest possible variance (i.e., it accounts for as much data variability as possible), and each succeeding component has, in turn, the highest variance possible given that it is orthogonal to the preceding components. Therefore, the number of components is upper bounded by the dimensionality of the given dataset (N in our case).
Let m a,N be our centered data matrix of motor inputs, such that the mean of each column is zero. Let E N be the N × N matrix containing all the principal components [17] . As mentioned above, we start by considering the principal components with the largest variance toward the ones with the smallest variance (i.e., the first column of E N contains the first principal component, while the N th column contains the last one). According to the number of principal components k ≤ N that we consider, we can calculate the new set of reduced motor inputs as
where E k ∈ R N ×k is the matrix containing the first k columns (i.e., principal components) of E N . The new matrix m a,k contains the motor inputs for the reduced set of k DoF. For example, if we choose k = 1, m a,1 ∈ R q provides us with a single value for each tactile sensation registered by the BioTac, and E 1 tells us how to optimally couple the inputs of the original N motors into one. Similarly, if we choose k = N , m a,N ∈ R q ×N is equal to m a,N .
Moreover, by comparing m a,k and m a,N , we can also get a general idea of the rendering error expected from using k < N rather than N . Toward this goal, let σ = [σ 1 σ 2 . . . σ N ] ∈ R N be the vector containing the variances of each principal component, i.e., the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of m a,N . By dividing each variance by the total sum of the observed variances, we can evaluate how much each component explains the overall variability of the data,
Naturally, we expect this value to significantly affect the final rendering error. As mentioned above, considering the kinematics of the cutaneous device employed, the PCA coefficients in E k provide us with information on how to optimally couple the N DoF of the original device into the k most important ones that we want to choose. For example, if our target interaction contains solely the "pressure" EP [13] , we may not need more than one degree of freedom to properly render it. If the considered cutaneous device has more degrees of freedom than that (i.e., N > 1), and if it is able to render the recorded "pressure" interaction, the PCA coefficients in E 1 will show us how to couple, in an optimal fashion, the cutaneous device's N DoF into a single one. From this result, we could decide to build a new cutaneous device composed of only one motor, which moves the platform along the first principal component indicated by our analysis.
C. Choosing the Number of Principal Components
Choosing the right number of principal components is challenging: we need to compromise between a complex actuation system and a good rendering performance. The explained variance vector p σ already gives us a good idea of how well each principal component can describe the variability of our data. However, it would be beneficial to quantitatively evaluate the tactile rendering error in terms of the difference between the target and rendered tactile sensations.
Toward this objective, we can reconstruct [17] the N motor inputs data using the reduced set of k = 1, . . . , N components, In order to evaluate the tactile rendering error, we now need to understand the effect of using the reconstructed motor inputs m a,k vs. the original m a,N . A good approach is to place the BioTac inside the cutaneous device again, as in Figs. 1(b) and 2(b), and play m a,k for k = 1, . . . , N through the motors. Then, the data recorded by the BioTac during this process can be compared to (i) the target tactile sensations s a and to (ii) the tactile sensations registered by the BioTac when actuating m a,N . This process would enable us to directly evaluate the difference between the tactile interaction rendered when using the reduced k DoF of the device vs. the original target tactile sensation, and vs. the tactile interaction rendered when using all N DoF of the device.
Although effective, the above-mentioned approach may be very time consuming, as it needs to run the target tactile interaction through the considered cutaneous device N times. An alternative approach is to re-use the data gathered during the first data collection of Section III-A to estimate the outcome of these new tactile interactions. This approach not only saves a significant amount of time, but it also reduces the need to physically have the original N -DoF cutaneous device used for the data collection. In fact, all we need for the proposed optimization algorithm is the initial data collection look-up table and the target tactile interaction. The implications of this fact will be discussed in detail in Section VI.
Function μ(·) of (1) defines a look-up table linking the BioTac's electrode and DC pressure readings s * to the corresponding tested motor inputs m * . If each N -tuple m k in m a,k were in the set of motor N -tuples tested during the first data collection, i.e., if all m k ∈ M * , we could simply invert μ(·) to retrieve each corresponding BioTac sensation, i.e., μ −1 (m k ) = s * . However, this is usually not the case, i.e., M q * = M q k . We address this problem by looking for the n motor inputs in our domain M * closest to each reconstructed input m k , thus defininġ
as the function that maps a reconstructed motor N -tuple m k ∈ M k , generated from (7), to the n closest ones in M * . As before, also here we use n = 8.
We can now map the n points retrieved byν(·) to their corresponding tactile sensations registered during the data collection,
Finally, we average s k, * ∈ S n * to a single tactile sensation aṡ
considering a simple inverse squared distance mean that weights tactile sensations according to the inverse squared distance between the corresponding motor input in M * and the reconstructed input m k (as in (4) and [6] 
The root mean square e s,k of e s,k gives us an absolute measure of the tactile rendering error. Moreover, comparing s a,k to s a,N gives us information about how using k < N principal components affects the tactile rendering. Let e s,N = s a,N − s a be the tactile rendering error when using the original mapping algorithm (i.e., when using all the available N DoF), and let e s,N be its root mean square. We can now define as the percentage error of e s,k with respect to e s,N . Since e s,N is the estimated error when using the original N -DoF device, it represents the best performance we can achieve with the considered system. For this reason, it makes sense to evaluate the new error e s,k with respect to e s,N . In general, we expect e % ,k (and e s,k ) to decrease as k increases, up to the point at which no further improvements are possible. Of course, we also expect a lower rendering error to yield tactile sensations that feel more realistic to a human user, as shown in [6] .
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We validate this approach for the two devices of Section II.
A. Set of Target Tactile Experiences
We considered as our target tactile experiences the same tactile interactions used in [6] . In that letter, we recorded tactile data during six different interactions between a stationary BioTac sensor and a flat metal surface that was moved by hand to touch the BioTac's fingertip in different ways. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4 , and the supplementary video shows all the interactions. The first interaction, called flat in Fig. 5 . Results for the 3-DoF cutaneous device: percentage error e % ,k for the six tactile interactions using k = 1 and k = 2 principal components. Fig. 4(a) , consists of making contact with the finger pulp with the surface parallel to the sensor's nail. We expect to need only a 1-DoF cutaneous device to render this interaction, requiring the device's mobile platform to move toward and away from the BioTac with the surface parallel to the sensor's nail. The second interaction, called back-flat-back in Fig. 4(b) , consists of making contact with the proximal part of the BioTac, then moving toward the finger pulp and returning to the back part of the finger. The third one, called tip-flat-tip in Fig. 4(c) , consists of making contact with the distal part of the BioTac, then moving toward the finger pulp and returning to the tip. The fourth one, called left-flat-left in Fig. 4(d) , consists of making contact on the left lateral side of the BioTac, then moving toward the finger pulp and returning to the left side. The fifth one, called right-flat-right in Fig. 4(e) , performs the same sequence of interactions on the right lateral side of the BioTac. We expect to need only a 2-DoF cutaneous device to render any of these four interactions, as they add a proximal, distal, or lateral tactile movement to the flat interaction. The last one, called complex in Fig. 4(f) , is a combination of the other five motions. For this reason, we expect it to need a 3-DoF cutaneous device to be properly rendered. Each interaction was repeated three times within its recording. The interactions lasted 210 seconds in total, with 21057 tactile sensations recorded by the BioTac. These six target tactile experiences were chosen to include interactions (i) as general as possible, (ii) able to be correctly rendered with both our 3-DoF and 6-DoF cutaneous devices, (iii) requiring different (and known) numbers and configurations of the actuators. We used these target experiences as ground truth, to test whether our approach could accurately predict the number of DoF needed to display a given tactile interaction. In fact, the algorithm has no prior knowledge of the nature of such experiences; the only input it receives is the stream of target tactile interactions s a and the look-up table.
B. Results for the 3-DoF Cutaneous Device
The estimated rendering error e s,k for the 3-DoF device, averaged across interactions, is 167.9, 119.2, and 105.4 bits when using k = 1, 2, 3 principal components, respectively (not shown in the figures). Fig. 5 shows the percentage error e % ,k of e s,k with respect to e s, 3 . This error, averaged across interactions, is 55.3% and 13.4% when using k = 1, 2 principal components, respectively. The lowest value of k that produces an error similar to k = N varies by interaction. The lower the k, the fewer actuators our new optimized device will need.
In order to validate our estimation of the rendering errors e s,k , we placed the BioTac inside the cutaneous device, as done for data collection (see Fig. 1(b) ). Then, we sent the data from the six tactile interactions through the mapping algorithm of Section III-B and drove the cutaneous device to the resulting motor angle triplets over time while recording what the BioTac sensed. Averaged across sensing channels and over time, we calculated the mean difference between the estimated tactile sensations s a, 3 and the ones created by the cutaneous device on the BioTac. Results showed an average error of 56.9 ± 19.2 bits, which is about 1.3% of the full 12-bit scale the BioTac can reach (0 -4095).
C. Results for the 6-DoF Cutaneous Device
The estimated rendering error e s,k for the 6-DoF device, averaged across interactions, is 219.9, 175.0, 163.9, 159.8, 155.1, and 151.7 bits when using k = 1, . . . , 6 principal components, respectively (not shown in the figures). Fig. 6 shows the percentage error e % ,k of e s,k with respect to e s, 6 . This error, averaged across interactions, is 42.5%, 15.1%, 7.4%, 5.1%, and 2.2% when using k = 1, . . . , 5 principal components. Again, the optimal value of k varies across interactions.
VI. DISCUSSION, CONCLUSION, AND FUTURE WORK
The letter introduced a novel task-driven approach for the design optimization of cutaneous haptic devices, an approach that can serve as a starting point for similar data-and statisticallyinspired design optimization techniques. We validated our approach using a BioTac tactile sensor and custom 3-DoF and 6-DoF fingertip cutaneous devices, considering six representative tactile interactions.
Section V-B reports the results for our 3-DoF cutaneous device. The resulting rendering errors prove the effectiveness of our approach in correctly understanding the nature of the considered target interactions. As expected, the flat interaction is well rendered even when using only the first principal component, and no significant improvement is achieved by adding more DoF. If this was our target interaction, we could now design a new cutaneous device with only one motor. Moreover, the coefficients of the first principal component, optimized 1-DoF cutaneous device is shown in Fig. 7(b) . The diameters of the three pulleys attached to the servo motor, which control the length of the cables, are multiples of E 1,f lat . The new device is more compact than the original 3-DoF version and weighs 54% less. This 1-DoF design can be optimized for any target interaction that is well-rendered using only the first principal component, simply by using the proposed method to find the coefficients of the first principal component and adjusting the pulley diameters accordingly.
On the other hand, as expected, the tip-flat-tip interaction requires at least two principal components to be rendered correctly by our device. This means that we could design a new cutaneous device with only two motors, and the coefficients of the first two principal components can tell us how each cable should move relative to each motor. In our case, T (illustrated in Fig. 8(a) ). A possible design for this optimized 2-DoF cutaneous device is shown in Fig. 8(b) ; as before, the diameters of the six pulleys attached to the two servo motors are multiples of E 2,tip . The new device is again more compact than the original 3-DoF version and weighs 15% less. A similar approach can be used for the back-flat-back, left-flat-left, and right-flat-right interactions. They all require two principal components to be effectively rendered.
Finally, the complex interaction requires all three principal components. In this case, it is not possible to couple the behavior of any of the three motors without losing significant parts of the interaction.
The principal components also provide insight into how the redesigned device should roughly behave. We see in the first principal component of the flat interaction that all three coefficients are roughly the same, meaning all three cables should always extend or retract together. In fact, by doing so, the mobile platform can move similar to how the metal surface moves in the flat interaction of Fig. 4(a) . For the tip-flat-tip interaction, we see that the second and third coefficients are similar for both principal components, meaning the two cables on the proximal part of the device (the ones close to the fabric strap) should roughly move together. The insight provided by the principal Fig. 8 . A second example of how our custom 3-DoF cutaneous device could be re-designed using the proposed optimization approach. Radii are in millimeters. Red pulleys are designed using information from the first PC, while green pulleys are designed using information from the second PC. components may be particularly helpful when looking at higherdegree-of-freedom systems, when it is no longer feasible to use a network of pulleys and gears to link every cable to every motor. Lighter devices with similar rendering capabilities may be obtained by finding subsets of the principal component coefficients that are similar, and coupling the corresponding set of cables by having one motor directly control only those cables. There are indeed no particular restrictions on how to actuate these couplings; the presented devices are only two possible designs.
Section V-B also evaluates the quality of our rendering error estimation, which shows an error of about 1.3% of the full BioTac's sensing range for e s,N . We expect this estimation error to decrease as more points are added to the look-up table and as these points more closely match the target tactile interactions. For this reason, this error can also be seen as a direct evaluation of the data collection process for the considered interactions.
Section V-C reports the results for our 6-DoF cutaneous device. Similarly to what we have seen for the 3-DoF device, the results show the effectiveness of our approach in correctly understanding the nature of the considered target interactions. The flat interaction is correctly rendered even when using only the first principal component. On the other hand, interactions tipflat-tip, back-flat-back, left-flat-left, and right-flat-right need at least two principal components. Finally, the complex interaction requires at least three principal components to be effectively rendered. Since the flat metal surface roughly moves in a threedimensional subspace during all target interactions, using more than three principal components does not add much information to the rendered tactile interaction. Interestingly, the overall average error is somewhat higher when using the 6-DoF device than the 3-DoF device. We can explain this behavior by remembering the different number of points tested during data collection, only 4033 for the 6-DoF device vs. 166375 for the 3-DoF device.
These results preliminarily show the effectiveness and viability of using the proposed approach to optimize the design of fingertip cutaneous devices. The algorithm starts from a target tactile interaction to render and a cutaneous device to optimize. Of course, as the algorithm analyzes the couplings between the motor motions of the original cutaneous device, the latter should be able to correctly render the target tactile interaction. In fact, the performance of the original cutaneous device can be considered as the upper bound on performance for any new cutaneous device re-designed using our algorithm. For this reason, it is important to start the optimization process from a cutaneous device with high actuation capabilities (e.g., high DoF, large workspace, high applicable forces). At the same time, it is also important to run a proper data collection process, covering in detail as much workspace as possible. However, this is not always easy. For example, covering the entire workspace of our 6-DoF device may take a very long time (e.g., around 74 days if we consider 20 steps per dimension). For this reason, it is important to develop clever ways of building the look-up tables, i.e., discarding areas of the workspace that are not interesting (e.g., where the end-effector does not contact the finger) while focusing on those configurations bringing the most salient information to the tactile interaction. We plan to address this problem in the near future. Moreover, since the look-up table is the only data we need from the original cutaneous device, it is not necessary to physically have the device. In fact, any researcher with the look-up tables of our 3-DoF and 6-DoF cutaneous devices can run the optimization algorithm for their custom target tactile interactions and derive a new optimized device. Readers can find the data collection files for our 3-DoF device as supplemental material. They contain the commanded motor angle triplets for the cutaneous device and the corresponding tactile sensations registered by the BioTac sensor. Researchers can use these data to create a custom optimized device for their own target tactile interactions. The only requirement is to consider tactile interactions that can be adequately rendered by the original 3-DoF device.
This letter serves as a starting point for optimizing the design of cutaneous interfaces using data from target interactions, and we plan to expand these methods in the future. Specifically, we intend to run a human subject study to compare the tactile rendering performance of the original devices to that of the optimized ones. This study will quantitatively assess how the rendering error affects the performance of representative tasks, to elucidate the level of error that can be tolerated when reducing a device's DoF. Of course, we expect lower rendering error to yield more realistic tactile sensations, as demonstrated in our previous work [6] . That article dealt with the same 3-DoF device and the same six fingertip interactions presented here. In one experiment, we artificially constrained the 3-DoF device to operate with only one degree of freedom during the human-subject study, in addition to operating normally. When controlling it as a 1-DoF device, we commanded the three motors to the same target angle (i.e., m 1 = m 2 = m 3 ). Although this synergy was chosen intuitively, it is interesting to note that it is almost identical to the first principal component discovered by our algorithm in this work. Human subjects then watched videos of the different recorded interactions while feeling either the 1-DoF or the 3-DoF version of the device render the sensations. Our ten participants rated the 1-DoF rendering of the flat interaction to be no different from the 3-DoF rendering of this same interaction, giving both approximately a 9.3 out of 10, where 10 means that the sensations corresponded very well to what the subject expected. In addition to carrying out this human subject study, we will also investigate how to extract additional useful information from the raw tactile sensor data, such as the suitability of the original cutaneous device. Finally, we also plan to evaluate the performance of our approach with a broader set of tactile interactions. In fact, the proposed approach is especially useful for complex tactile interactions, where one cannot intuitively infer the optimal device design.
